RULES OF REGISTRATION

BREED NAME:
AMERICAN WIREHAIR

ALLOWABLE OUTCROSS BREEDS:
American SH

BREED CODES:
21

PEDIGREE REQUIREMENTS (last date showing is current):
Date: 2/90 4 generations Date:
Date: Date:

FOREIGN-CAT REQUIREMENTS (if different from above):
Date: Date:

REGISTER AS AOV:
Straight-coated

DO NOT ACCEPT (cat to be registered or cats in background):
Pointed Chocolate Lilac/lavender Pointed-white
Lilac/chocolate-white

SIGNIFICANT ACCEPTANCE DATES:
Registration: Effective: 9/67
Provisional: 10/76 Effective: 5/77
Championship: 10/77 Effective: 5/1/78

BCS CODE SERIES:
9900’s

REGISTRATION PREFIXES (COLORS):
0006 AMERICAN WH FOR BREEDING ONLY 9940 AMERICAN WH RED TABBY
9900 AMERICAN WH BLUE-EYED WHITE 9944 AMERICAN WH BROWN TABBY
9902 AMERICAN WH GOLD-EYED WHITE 9946 AMERICAN WH TORTOISESHELL
9904 AMERICAN WH ODD-EYED WHITE 9948 AMERICAN WH CALICO
9906 AMERICAN WH BLUE 9950 AMERICAN WH BLUE-CREAM
9908 AMERICAN WH BLACK 9952 AMERICAN WH BLUE-TABBY
9910 AMERICAN WH RED 9954 AMERICAN WH CREAM-TABBY
9912 AMERICAN WH SHELL CAMEO 9960 AMERICAN WH BI-COLOR
9914 AMERICAN WH CREAM 9962 AMERICAN WH SHADED CAMEO
9918 AMERICAN WH DILUTE CALICO 9964 AMERICAN WH CAMEO RED SMOKE
9930 AMERICAN WH CHINCHILLA SILVER 9966 AMERICAN WH CAMEO TABBY
9932 AMERICAN WH SHADED SILVER 9990 AMERICAN WH OWCH
9934 AMERICAN WH BLACK SMOKE 9992 AMERICAN WH TABBY-WHITE
9936 AMERICAN WH SILVER TABBY 9998 AMERICAN WH AOV
9938 AMERICAN WH BLUE SMOKE

BREED NOTES
(None)